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A past serving board member, Tom Roden, at our ten-year anniversary commented, “There were never many 

board meetings where Terry didn’t have a set of blueprints, either on the agenda or in his files, and I’d bet he has 

a few more in his desk right now.” Well, if we look at how much this company has expanded its footprint in the past 

five years alone, I’d say Tom was right! 

When I accepted the General Manager position in 2011, I believed that it would be a great opportunity as this is a region where I envisioned a 

lot of growth potential. With the evolution of the Ag industry and the changing economy, I couldn’t be more proud of where our company stands 

today and the growth we’ve experienced thus far.  

Terry Johnson – CEO

FROM THE DESK OF
O U R  G E N E R A L  M A N A G E R

Harvest has finally come to an end! From wheat 
harvest to soybean and corn, every commodity 
harvested had an extremely lengthy timeframe 
that we have not seen in a long time. Weather 
wasn’t always cooperative as we saw snow and 
difficulties getting in the field early on. Even with 
the drawn out harvest, operationally things went 
smoothly. We had efficient space, speed, and staff 
to get the job done. Planning and communication 
amongst our staff and between our growers 
was key to getting bushels in off the farm and 
placed correctly at our terminal. The plan to 
pile soybeans and pick them back up before 
Thanksgiving went according to plan and even 
made the nightly and world news! We became 
quite the sensation for a few weeks there. Long 
days were put in to complete this chaotic harvest.  
Our facilities had longer hours of operation 
to allow for extended dumping availability. In 
addition, we also had long nights and weekends 
with loading trains. Our drivers worked hard to 
get to the fields for custom hauling of bushels 
back to the terminal. Patrons put in long hours 
managing their farms and fields, making round-
the-clock decisions, repairing machinery, and 
trying to maintain a life at the same time. We 
thank our patrons and employees for all their 
hard work in getting another successful harvest 
wrapped up.  

Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is constantly 
looking for ways to develop and grow our 
business to better serve our patrons and to 
complement our current company structure. 
Mid-summer we started the building project for 
a 2,000,000 gal UAN liquid fertilizer tank located 
in Casselton. With this tank addition, railcars of 

32% will be brought in and cut down to 28%; 
which will be more efficient and help to lower the 
cost for our growers. This will be a 24/7 card troll 
system that nicely complements our eight pack 
of 40,000 gal retail blending tanks. The system 
will be fully operational this spring- just in time 
for spring planting! Board and management 
planning has aligned the company to meet both 
wholesale and retail markets, which help to 
provide better priced inventory for our growers 
in a more efficient landscape. 

As we move into the New Year and our patrons 
start planning for the next growing season, 
we wish to express the importance of the 
relationship between us and our patrons. It is so 
important in the current agricultural landscape 
to know who you are doing business with. We 
have seen many business ventures collapse and 
some deceitful business practices taking place 
across our region that have left producers in a 
very tough situation.  Just like most companies 
may ask for your financial information like 
balance sheets before extending credit, don’t be 
afraid to request the same information in return. 
One of the many things that we are proud of 
here at Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is 
our outstanding balance sheet performance. We 
have worked very diligently over the past few 
years to improve our financial standing. This has 
allowed our company to successfully withstand 
the economic downturn within the Ag industry 
and has positioned us so that we continue to 
expand and grow this business and create new 
and trusted opportunities for our company and 
our patrons. As 2019 gets underway, we wish you 
a safe and prosperous year. 
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Our mission, when Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC was 

formed in 2004 was “to serve producers, access markets and build 

relationships, while generating returns- to strengthen the long term 

viability of Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC.” With that mission 

in mind, the MRGA, LLC board of directors, management, and staff 

produced a vision that has served our company, community, and 

patrons well over the past fifteen years. 

We can only appreciate our accomplishments by recognizing 

those who have contributed to our success along the way- most 

importantly, our member owners. The success of our cooperative 

system really is dependent on the ownership, control, and benefits 

considered important by our patrons. Our long-term goal has always 

been to keep pace with producer’s needs and expectations in the 

Ag industry. One of those goals is convenience and accessibility 

for our producers. It’s been said that location is important.  There 

is truth to that. Our footprint has expanded because of acquisitions 

in territories that have allowed us to better serve a greater number 

of patrons across our region. We are able to meet the needs of 

producers within at least a 50 mile radius of our central location 

in Casselton; especially with the acquisition of the Peak location in 

2011. We continue to look for opportunities to better serve others 

outside our Casselton and surrounding territories. 

The industry we are in is always changing and I believe our 

patrons can be proud of the way our company has been there 

every step of the way with first class facilities, operations, and 

staff. We realize that having efficient facilities, equipment, and 

technology in place is key to the overall success of the producer’s 
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operations and our own. Our facilities have been updated and 

built from the ground up; like our grain shed, circle piler, and 

liquid fertilizer tank, to better meet the growing demands of 

competitive markets, product availability, custom input needs, 

and quick dumping speeds that are only possible with these 

larger expansions. In fact, we are often approached for tours of 

our facilities and operations from other businesses, community 

members, trade groups, and other countries.  

Today’s producers have an incredible amount of technology at 

their fingertips. This presents a challenging environment, not 

only to meet those demands in an industry that is constantly 

adapting and presenting new ways of doing business; but also 

to make sure that what we put out there is going to serve us well 

in today’s environment and provide for opportunities down the 

road. We work hard to monitor trends and make advancements to 

keep our business current on all technology platforms- whether 

that be software or communication with our patrons and vendors 

via different social media platforms that exist today, that maybe 

weren’t as relevant to our patrons several years ago. We offer 

a full-service Precision Ag department capable of providing 

technological services so that producers can get the right start 

on their fields and finish strong with us. Those services range 

from mapping, soil sampling, variable rate mapping, and custom 

application- all the way to the tools necessary to manage those 

acres in the most efficient way possible.  At present, we have new 

technology trends we are putting into place to better serve our 

member owners that we will be excited to announce with you as 

the next few months approach.  

As I’ve mentioned before, we are a local cooperative that’s impacted 

by many aspects outside our regional footprint. We are always 

looking for different ways to access different markets and continue 

on this path of growth. We have participated in discussions with 

the railroad, national and local representatives, and the financial 

industry to ensure our local voice is being heard. Promoting 

discussion, learning about our partners in these areas, and taking 

advantage of opportunities in the Ag industry that will promote 

investments with different products, services, and partnerships is 

invaluable for our future.  As we progress in an environment that 

has seen stressed profitability amongst cooperatives in our region, 

it’s important to know who you are doing business with. We have 

fostered relationships with our banking lenders, independent 

audit teams, and directors to successfully withstand the economic 

downturn and strategically position ourselves in a way to be able 

to continue our growth pattern- all while maintaining a reduced 

debt structure.  The help-us help-you mentality couldn’t be more 

persuasive than it is in today’s environment. 

 During a time when economic hardships can present potential 

credit issues, we have offered several financing programs to our 

producers that offer a savings on interest expense and provide 

additional capital for growing operations in an environment that has 

seen uncooperative weather patterns, low commodity prices, and 

tight margin years. Even under these conditions, we remain strong 

in generating returns to our member owners each year because 

of our outstanding balance sheet performance. Past serving Board 

Member Terry Voss with AGP stated, “MRGA, LLC is headed in the 

right direction; building assets needed for the future; providing 
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wrapped up.  
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business to better serve our patrons and to 
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a 2,000,000 gal UAN liquid fertilizer tank located 
in Casselton. With this tank addition, railcars of 

32% will be brought in and cut down to 28%; 
which will be more efficient and help to lower the 
cost for our growers. This will be a 24/7 card troll 
system that nicely complements our eight pack 
of 40,000 gal retail blending tanks. The system 
will be fully operational this spring- just in time 
for spring planting! Board and management 
planning has aligned the company to meet both 
wholesale and retail markets, which help to 
provide better priced inventory for our growers 
in a more efficient landscape. 

As we move into the New Year and our patrons 
start planning for the next growing season, 
we wish to express the importance of the 
relationship between us and our patrons. It is so 
important in the current agricultural landscape 
to know who you are doing business with. We 
have seen many business ventures collapse and 
some deceitful business practices taking place 
across our region that have left producers in a 
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One of the many things that we are proud of 
here at Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is 
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allowed our company to successfully withstand 
the economic downturn within the Ag industry 
and has positioned us so that we continue to 
expand and grow this business and create new 
and trusted opportunities for our company and 
our patrons. As 2019 gets underway, we wish you 
a safe and prosperous year. 
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services to the producer owners; and being good stewards of those 

assets and the members’ investment. The challenge continues 

to be staying ahead of the curve on the producers needs and 

attempting to grow the business in a profitable manner. MRGA, 

LLC has had an excellent history of local earnings while serving 

the needs of the producer.”  Each year, the Maple River Grain & 

Agronomy, LLC board meets to determine what percentage of its 

earnings to distribute back to Maple River Coop and AGP Grain, 

LTD. Those decisions are not always easy when it comes down to 

maximizing the equity return for our patrons while continuing our 

history of strong earnings. Those decisions made by the board and 

management have proven to be in the best interest of our patrons 

as our company has been able to deleverage and focus on further 

growth all while paying out a minimum of at least a 30% cash payout 

each year, in addition to retiring prior years of equity. 

Our partnership with AGP, LTD. and Maple River Coop continues to 

focus on the common goal of our patrons, members, and owners. Past 

serving Board President Mike Maranel with AGP, LTD summarized 

our vision nicely when he said, “Bringing these cooperatives 

together required vision and courage. Building this great company 

has required strong leadership and talented management. I take 

great pride in serving on a board that provides leadership that 

is singularly focused on the mission: to serve producers, access 

markets, and build relationships while generating the returns 

necessary to strengthen the long-term viability of MRGA, LLC. Let’s 

continue working together as we continue a history of success.” 

Thank you for helping us achieve this milestone. It’s a privilege to 

serve you. We look forward to what our future holds! 
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Vigen Construction 
started the Casselton 
Shuttle Loading Terminal 
project, which was fully 
operational in April 2005. 

Included in this project were: 

(3) – 290,000 Bushel 
Concrete Tanks

Track Expansion to 
accommodate 120 Rail 
Cars

Rail Unloading Pit & Rail 
Loadout System 

(3) – 30,000 bu/hr Legs

120,000 pound scale

(2) – 20,000 bu/hr Dump Pits

Diamond Home 
Construction built the 
office in Casselton in 
February 2005. 

• 2 Story

• 42 X 52 Ft Long 

• Building originally 
had 10 offices but 
was remodeled to 
accommodate the 
need for additional 
staff.  Building currently 
houses 14 offices and a 
conference room with 
a grain inspection lab 
onsite. 

Vigen Construction 
erected a 4,500 bu/hr 
GSI Tower Dryer on the 
north side of the old AGP 
Elevator in September of 
2005. 

Included in this project 
were: 

 A 10,000 bu/hr wet leg 
and a 10,000 bu/hr dry leg 

Casselton Terminal  
Construction

Casselton Office  
Building Project

Casselton Dryer  
Construction

2008

Marcus Construction broke 
ground on a 38,000 Ton Dry 
Fertilizer Plant in April 2008. 
This project was completed 
in January of 2009. Included 
in this project was:

170 ft X 320 ft 8 Bin 
Fertilizer Warehouse

1,200 Ton/hr Rail Car 
Unloading Pit

2 – 250 Ton/hr Load Out 
Legs

2 – 200 Ton Fertilizer 
Towers

2 – 14 Ton Fertilizer 
Blenders

Fertilizer Plant 
Construction
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2012

Hamilton Systems began 
construction of the Seed 
Treater attached to the 
chemical and seed ware-
house in February 2012. 
The seed treater can treat 
2,000 units an hour. The 
computer controlled bulk 
weigher allows for con-
tinuous flow of seed. The 
treater was integrated 
with 11 bulk hopper bins 
and also can treat seed 
out of totes. In 2014, 
Maple River Grain and 
Agronomy, LLC added 6 
more bulk hopper bins. 

Seed Treater and 
Bulk Seed Bins

2010 2011 2011

Vigen Construction started 
the project to expand 
existing grain storage and 
added a new dryer for 
the Casselton Terminal in 
Spring 2018. The project 
was complete in October 
of 2010. Included in this 
project were:

2 – 500,000 bu Concrete Bins

10,000 bu/hr Zimmerman 
Tower Dryer

2 – 20,000 bu Legs for the 
Dryer

Outbound Truck Scale 
and Automated Truck 
Receiving system  

Marcus Construction 
started construction 
of a 120 ft wide X 400 
ft long Chemical/Seed 
Warehouse and Shop in 
April 2011. The entire 
building is heated with in 
floor water heat. There 
is also an automated 
fire protection sprinkler 
system throughout the 
building. The project was 
completed in February 
of 2012. Included in this 
project were:

Maple River Grain and 
Agronomy, LLC started 
leasing the Peak Elevator 
from HiLine Farmers 
Elevator in July 2011. The 
facility is located 3 miles 
east of Valley City. The 
Peak Elevator has 765,000 
bu of grain storage. In 
January 2013 MRGA 
purchased the facility. 

Casselton Terminal  
Expansion

Chemical/Seed  
Warehouse and Shop

Peak Purchase

2012

Maple River Grain and 
Agronomy, LLC purchased 
Any Connect, LLC in 
December 2012. This 
purchase secured our 
VPN (Virtual Private 
Network) and gave us an 
opportunity to help our 
rural patrons receive higher 
speed internet. With the 
purchase, projects included 
equipment upgrades, new 
towers, more bandwidth, 
and additional staff. 

Provided service 
to customers and 
businesses in Fargo, West 
Fargo, Moorhead and 
surrounding areas.

AnyConnect 
Wireless Purchase
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120 ft X 100 ft Shop, 
Vehicle Wash Bay and Oil 
Change Pit

120 ft X 200 ft Seed/
Chemical Warehouse with 
2 Loading Docks

120 ft X 100 ft Bulk 
Chemical Warehouse with 
Drive Thru Loading Bay



2013

Murray Systems installed 
13 chemical tanks with 
meters in February 2013. 
This allows us to fill 
patron’s bulk chemical 
tanks with accuracy to a 
tenth of a gallon. It also 
allows real time inventory 
and billing. 

Bulk Chemical 
Automation System

201620142014

MRC was sold to Invi-
simax, Inc- a wireless 
broadband internet 
company who services 
customers throughout 
MN and ND in December 
2016. 

Wischer Aviation is an 
aerial spraying company 
along with ground appli-
cation services in Grandin, 
ND. MRGA, LLC was pre-
sented the opportunity to 
purchase rolling stock and 
lease their agronomy facil-
ity. The partnership has 
provided the opportunity 
to extend our custom-
er base to the north of 
Prosper.  

Marcus Construction 
broke ground on a flat 
grain storage building 
in December 2013. The 
building is 300 feet wide 
by 450 feet long and holds 
4 million bushels of corn. 
The building is attached to 
the existing terminal and 
can fill and reclaim  
at 60,000 bushels 
per hour. Along with 
this building, Vigen 
Construction added 
additional screening 
capacity in the terminal 
to accommodate this new 
storage. This project was 
completed in the fall  
of 2014. 

Maple River 
Communication Sale

Grandin Facility

Flat Grain 
Storage Building

2013

Specialty Products started 
construction of a 12 ft X 
116 ft outside pit scale in 
June 2013. The previous 
scale in the Peak eleva-
tor was 32 feet long and 
required semis to be split 
weighed. The scale was 
completed in September 
of 2013. 

Peak Scale 
Construction
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with loading trains. Our drivers worked hard to 
get to the fields for custom hauling of bushels 
back to the terminal. Patrons put in long hours 
managing their farms and fields, making round-
the-clock decisions, repairing machinery, and 
trying to maintain a life at the same time. We 
thank our patrons and employees for all their 
hard work in getting another successful harvest 
wrapped up.  
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business to better serve our patrons and to 
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which will be more efficient and help to lower the 
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allowed our company to successfully withstand 
the economic downturn within the Ag industry 
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expand and grow this business and create new 
and trusted opportunities for our company and 
our patrons. As 2019 gets underway, we wish you 
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June 2018

We hired Bryan Trosen as the IT 
Manager responsible for planning, 
implementing and maintaining the 
IT infrastructure for MRGA. Some 
of the updated projects completed 
have been:

New phone system- switch from 
analog to digital

Server room updates and 
additional storage 

Moved from a physical  
server to hosted services 

New front door access  
system 

Transitioning to a web  
based software program 

App and webpage updates 

Also in June, we hired Ethan  
Kyllo as the Precision Ag  
Manager. He is responsible for 
providing key top agricultural 
services to customers including: 

Mapping

Zone soil sampling

Variable rate mapping

Prescription creation for fertilizer 
and seed needs

Technological advancement tools 
like Climate Fieldview and Winfield 
United R7 Tool 

 

August 2018

This project included 
the construction of a 
2,000,000 gal UAN liquid 
tank located to the east of 
the flat grain storage shed 
in Casselton, ND. 

Included in this project 
were:

Tank-in-tank containment 
system

Ability to rail in up to 90 
cars of 32%, cut to 28% 
due to ND weather

This project, started in 
September 2017, involved 
adding 1800 ton fertilizer 
capacity to the north of the 
agronomy warehouse in Cas-
selton. This project included 
the addition of the below:

Loading bay onto the 
chemical warehouse with 
(8) 40,000 gal tanks for 
liquid fertilizer along with 
(2) 10,000 gal tanks for 
micronutrients 

Fully automated system 
that allows for multiple 
tanks to receive truck 
loaded product and custom 
blend product to order

Technology 
Advancements

Liquid UAN Tank

Liquid Fertilizer 
Plant Addition

2017

July 2017

The location of the circle 
piler is to the north side 
of the flat storage shed 
in Casselton, ND. The 
circle piler is attached 
to the elevator and has 
conveyors that run across 
the railroad tracks to fill it. 

Diameter 320 ft

Holds just under 2 million 
bushels of grain

Circle Piler 
Project
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Complements our current 
liquid facility

Provides a competitive 
advantage of rail versus 
trucking

Unmanned 24/7 card troll 
system 

Ability to add ATS to the 
load through piping from 
our existing 8 retail blend-
ing tanks 

Bottomline
Timeline



Mission Statement: 
To serve producers, access markets and build relationships, 

while generating returns- to strengthen the long term viability 

of Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC. 
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Cooperative History 
Patronage dividends are possible because of our strong balance sheet performance and our cooperative history. Maple 

River Grain & Agronomy, LLC formed in June of 2004 from the combined efforts of AGP, LTD, Prosper Farmers Coop El-

evator, and Chaffee-Lynchburg Farmers Elevator. The timeframe from initial merger talks to an operational facility took 

about two years to complete. 

In February of 2018, Chaffee-Lynchburg and Prosper Farmers Coop Elevator merged to form Maple River Coop. As a 

result, Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is now owned by Maple River Coop (71.30%) and AGP, Grain LTD in Omaha, 

NE (28.70%). 

Since our 10 year anniversary in 2014, we’ve paid out patronage earnings of just under $10 million. These earnings 

go back to the local producers who do business with our company. Our success over the past fifteen years and the abil-

ity to continually pay out these dividends to our patron members is because of the strong relationships we have formed 

with our loyal patrons. With their continued support, we can continue to finance our growing company and capitalize on 

other opportunities to enhance our future.  

Governance 

Member patrons elect a board of directors to monitor business and abide by company bi-laws. Director responsibili-

ties include, but are not limited to- participating responsibly, representing the ownership and not a single constituency, 

aiding in productivity, thinking upwards and outwards, and supporting the board’s final choice. 

The Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC board consists of seven board members:

• 2 directors from AGP, Grain LTD in Omaha, NE 

• 5 directors from the local Maple River Coop board



FROM THE DESK OF
O U R  G E N E R A L  M A N A G E R

Harvest has finally come to an end! From wheat 
harvest to soybean and corn, every commodity 
harvested had an extremely lengthy timeframe 
that we have not seen in a long time. Weather 
wasn’t always cooperative as we saw snow and 
difficulties getting in the field early on. Even with 
the drawn out harvest, operationally things went 
smoothly. We had efficient space, speed, and staff 
to get the job done. Planning and communication 
amongst our staff and between our growers 
was key to getting bushels in off the farm and 
placed correctly at our terminal. The plan to 
pile soybeans and pick them back up before 
Thanksgiving went according to plan and even 
made the nightly and world news! We became 
quite the sensation for a few weeks there. Long 
days were put in to complete this chaotic harvest.  
Our facilities had longer hours of operation 
to allow for extended dumping availability. In 
addition, we also had long nights and weekends 
with loading trains. Our drivers worked hard to 
get to the fields for custom hauling of bushels 
back to the terminal. Patrons put in long hours 
managing their farms and fields, making round-
the-clock decisions, repairing machinery, and 
trying to maintain a life at the same time. We 
thank our patrons and employees for all their 
hard work in getting another successful harvest 
wrapped up.  

Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is constantly 
looking for ways to develop and grow our 
business to better serve our patrons and to 
complement our current company structure. 
Mid-summer we started the building project for 
a 2,000,000 gal UAN liquid fertilizer tank located 
in Casselton. With this tank addition, railcars of 

32% will be brought in and cut down to 28%; 
which will be more efficient and help to lower the 
cost for our growers. This will be a 24/7 card troll 
system that nicely complements our eight pack 
of 40,000 gal retail blending tanks. The system 
will be fully operational this spring- just in time 
for spring planting! Board and management 
planning has aligned the company to meet both 
wholesale and retail markets, which help to 
provide better priced inventory for our growers 
in a more efficient landscape. 

As we move into the New Year and our patrons 
start planning for the next growing season, 
we wish to express the importance of the 
relationship between us and our patrons. It is so 
important in the current agricultural landscape 
to know who you are doing business with. We 
have seen many business ventures collapse and 
some deceitful business practices taking place 
across our region that have left producers in a 
very tough situation.  Just like most companies 
may ask for your financial information like 
balance sheets before extending credit, don’t be 
afraid to request the same information in return. 
One of the many things that we are proud of 
here at Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is 
our outstanding balance sheet performance. We 
have worked very diligently over the past few 
years to improve our financial standing. This has 
allowed our company to successfully withstand 
the economic downturn within the Ag industry 
and has positioned us so that we continue to 
expand and grow this business and create new 
and trusted opportunities for our company and 
our patrons. As 2019 gets underway, we wish you 
a safe and prosperous year. 
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When we asked our directors about our history and our vision for 

the future, this is what they had to say:

What have you gained from being a MRGA, LLC board member?

• We are a company that promotes excellent working 

relationships with fellow directors and staff

• We are a company that promotes the opportunities for 

learning the role of a director 

• We are a company that strives on balancing the patrons needs 

while making a profit 

• We are a company that offers different perspectives on 

industry trends in a cooperative environment 

What moments of our company’s history stand out the most to you? 

• We are a company that has successfully worked through the 

process of combining three separate entities (AGP Grain, LTD, 

Chaffee-Lynchburg Farmers Elevator, and Prosper Farmers 

Coop Elevator) to form MRGA, LLC. Patrons and officers had 

to be convinced that the needs of all three entities involved 

would be satisfied. In doing so, there were many challenges 

and difficulties along the way, but everyone came together 

unselfishly to make it work. 

• We are a company that has strategically made decisions 

on very large projects and it’s been wonderful to watch 

the process from start to finish. Some of the larger project 

accomplishments noted were the completion of the fertilizer 

plant, grain bunker, chemical warehouse and piling system for 

additional storage. Most recently, our 2 mil gal liquid fertilizer 

tank. Many of these projects allowed us to move from a labor 

intensive bunkers/ground piling system to efficient handling of 

grain. Coupled with the ability to load shuttle trains directly has 

allowed us to transition between commodities more efficiently 

and take advantage of moving product faster in peak times.

What are you most excited about for our company’s future?

• We are a leader in the grain, fertilizer, and chemical business

• We are a company prepared for the future 

• We are a company positioned to take advantage of 

opportunities 

• We are a company of strong financial growth and stability, 

which allows for the producer to also be more efficient in 

their farming operations 

• We are a company with a strong asset base 

What advice would you have for prospective board members?

• Please let someone know if you are interested in becoming 

a board member. We have a policy in place to allow for 

prospective board candidates to attend meetings to learn 

about our company and the proceedings of being a director. 

Also, come with an open mind and be prepared to ask 

questions, share your opinions, and weigh the reward/

risk of your decision. A great benefit of being on a board 

is the opportunity to build relationships- get to know the 

people as they are our most valuable asset. They understand 

the business and are always willing to provide necessary 

information to help understand our operations. 

What do you wish other people knew about MRGA? 

• Our company has hard working employees that are dedicated 

to doing their jobs efficiently and providing the best possible 

service. We have a fast and modern company that is always 

looking for new ways to invest in itself to serve our patrons. 
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Harvest has finally come to an end! From wheat 
harvest to soybean and corn, every commodity 
harvested had an extremely lengthy timeframe 
that we have not seen in a long time. Weather 
wasn’t always cooperative as we saw snow and 
difficulties getting in the field early on. Even with 
the drawn out harvest, operationally things went 
smoothly. We had efficient space, speed, and staff 
to get the job done. Planning and communication 
amongst our staff and between our growers 
was key to getting bushels in off the farm and 
placed correctly at our terminal. The plan to 
pile soybeans and pick them back up before 
Thanksgiving went according to plan and even 
made the nightly and world news! We became 
quite the sensation for a few weeks there. Long 
days were put in to complete this chaotic harvest.  
Our facilities had longer hours of operation 
to allow for extended dumping availability. In 
addition, we also had long nights and weekends 
with loading trains. Our drivers worked hard to 
get to the fields for custom hauling of bushels 
back to the terminal. Patrons put in long hours 
managing their farms and fields, making round-
the-clock decisions, repairing machinery, and 
trying to maintain a life at the same time. We 
thank our patrons and employees for all their 
hard work in getting another successful harvest 
wrapped up.  

Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is constantly 
looking for ways to develop and grow our 
business to better serve our patrons and to 
complement our current company structure. 
Mid-summer we started the building project for 
a 2,000,000 gal UAN liquid fertilizer tank located 
in Casselton. With this tank addition, railcars of 

32% will be brought in and cut down to 28%; 
which will be more efficient and help to lower the 
cost for our growers. This will be a 24/7 card troll 
system that nicely complements our eight pack 
of 40,000 gal retail blending tanks. The system 
will be fully operational this spring- just in time 
for spring planting! Board and management 
planning has aligned the company to meet both 
wholesale and retail markets, which help to 
provide better priced inventory for our growers 
in a more efficient landscape. 

As we move into the New Year and our patrons 
start planning for the next growing season, 
we wish to express the importance of the 
relationship between us and our patrons. It is so 
important in the current agricultural landscape 
to know who you are doing business with. We 
have seen many business ventures collapse and 
some deceitful business practices taking place 
across our region that have left producers in a 
very tough situation.  Just like most companies 
may ask for your financial information like 
balance sheets before extending credit, don’t be 
afraid to request the same information in return. 
One of the many things that we are proud of 
here at Maple River Grain & Agronomy, LLC is 
our outstanding balance sheet performance. We 
have worked very diligently over the past few 
years to improve our financial standing. This has 
allowed our company to successfully withstand 
the economic downturn within the Ag industry 
and has positioned us so that we continue to 
expand and grow this business and create new 
and trusted opportunities for our company and 
our patrons. As 2019 gets underway, we wish you 
a safe and prosperous year. 
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Local Maple River Coop Board: (L to R): 
Manager Alex Richard, Mark Belter,  

Brian McDonald, Brent Rust, Taylor Glasow,  

Russell Ruliffson, Mike Nelson & Jon Watt
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Terry Johnson
CEO

Kim Nehring
CFO

Mike Flaten
AGRONOMY MANAGER

Alex Richard
GRAIN MANAGER

Emily Neels
GRAIN ACCOUNTANT 

Chad Johnson
LEONARD LOCATION

Gary Holmgren
TRANSPORTATION

Jamie Mann
CASSELTON ELEVATOR 

MANAGER

Tim Dean
PEAK LOCATION 

MANAGER

Tim Rose
LYNCHBURG LOCATION 

MANAGER

Travis Forderer
TRANSPORTATION

Chad Fraser
WAREHOUSE MANAGER

Jay Heise
PEAK LOCATION

Don Anderson
TRANSPORTATION

Joe Arneson
SALES AGRONOMIST

Mark Pueppke
CASSELTON AGRONOMY

Scott Mead
TRANSPORTATION

Karl Berg
SALES AGRONOMIST

Bob Breiland
CASSELTON AGRONOMY

Merle Myers
TRANSPORTATION

Brian Nelson
OPERATIONS MANAGER

Kevin Erickson
TRANSPORTATION

Jon Ellingson
SALES AGRONOMIST 

Chad Priewe
CREDIT MANAGER

Michelle VanHal
ADMINISTRATIVE 

ASSISTANT

Joe Eberhardt
DISPATCH MANAGER

Mac Johnson
FERTILIZER MANAGER

Mike Weed
SALES AGRONOMIST 

John Spiekermeier
PROSPER LOCATION 

MANAGER

Richard Peterman
TRANSPORTATION

Ethan Kyllo
PRECISION AG 

Kim Koetz
GRAIN MERCHANDISER

Jeff Boisjolie
LEONARD LOCATION 

MANAGER

Mike Koetz
CASSELTON ELEVATOR 

Carter Hall
CASSELTON AGRONOMY

Cindy Jensen
ACCOUNTING

Bryan Trosen
IT MANAGER 

Tanner McDaniel
CASSELTON ELEVATOR 

Keith Peterson
TRANSPORTATION

Nancy Hagen
ACCOUNTING

Todd Affield
SHOP MANAGER

John Duff
PROSPER LOCATION

Austin Skjefte
LYNCHBURG LOCATION

Staff
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